Novel Activated Microbubbles-based Strategy to Coat Nanoparticles on Root Canal Dentin: Fluid Dynamical Characterization.
Activated microbubbles (MBs) have the potential to deliver nanoparticles in complex microspaces such as root canals. The objective of the study is to determine the fluid dynamical parameters associated with ultrasonic, sonic, and manual activation of MBs in simulated root canals and to assess the effectiveness of surface coating formed by delivering chitosan nanoparticles using activated MBs within root canals in extracted teeth. In stage 1, polydimethylsiloxane models were fabricated to determine the physical effects of MBs agitated manually (MM), sonically (MS), and ultrasonically (MU). Spherical tracer particles were used to visualize and record the fluid motion using an inverted microscope linked to a high-speed camera. The velocity, wall stress, and penetration depth were analyzed at regions of interest. In stage 2, 35 extracted human incisors were divided into 7 groups to evaluate the effectiveness of chitosan nanoparticle delivery using activated MBs (MM, MS, and MU groups). Field emission scanning electron microscopy and energy-dispersive X-rays were used to characterize the nanoparticle coating on root canal dentin and the degree of dentinal tubule occlusion. In stage 1, velocity, wall stress, and penetration depth increased significantly in the MB groups compared with the control (P < .01). In stage 2, 70% of the dentin surface was coated, and 65% of the dentinal tubule was occluded with nanoparticle-based coating in the MM, MU, and water ultrasonic groups. Element analysis displayed the presence of dentin smear on the root canal surface for the MU and water ultrasonic groups. Activated MBs enhanced fluid dynamical parameters when compared with water in simulated root canal models. Manual activation of MBs resulted in uniform and significant nanoparticle-based surface coating and tubule blockage in root canal dentin without dentin smear formation.